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A ‘ONE-STOP-SHOP’ 
Essential for Faci l i tat ing 
Abnormal Load Transportation 
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Not everything that needs to be moved fits neatly on the back of a truck. 
Hauling abnormal loads – loads that exceed the dimensions or weight 
restrictions of typical HGV truck loads – across the continent can be a 
logistical challenge that requires forward planning and sound execution. 
Africa Route Clearance Consultants (ARC) is a company that has met this 
challenge for over thirty years.
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ARC facilitates the safe and efficient movement of abnor-

mal and super (oversized) loads throughout Southern 

Africa. Hauling abnormal loads is vital to the growth and 

development of the region, and ARC oversees projects in con-

junction with provincial and national authorities to ensure the 

safety and integrity of national infrastructure is not compromised 

during the movement of these loads. 

ARC covers multiple aspects required in the abnormal load 

transportation industry, offering services such as route fea-

sibility studies, route clearances, abnormal load weighing, 

independent escorting of abnormal load combination, and 

co-ordination of multiple service providers each involved in 

clearing infrastructure along a proposed route. 

Route clearance services are provided throughout the South-

ern African Development Community (SADC), most notably 

in the countries of Botswana, Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Namibia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe. This includes physical 

route condition surveys, checking bridge and pavement infra-

structure, geometric surveys of intersections and height and 

width feasibility along a route.

Once a route has been considered feasible, ARC carries out 

a route clearance which is a legal requirement for loads ex-

ceeding 120 to 125 tonnes gross vehicle combination mass 

and more recently has become a requirement for lighter and 

significantly geometrically abnormal loads. A Route clearance 

requires an analysis that includes checking of road and bridge 

structures, making provisions for bridge strengthening if re-

quired, analyzing load and trailer combinations and their unit 

loadings, as well as detailed driving directions for the entire 

route – sometimes many thousands of kilometres long.

ARC also co-ordinates traffic accommodation studies for 

routes to ensure conditions are optimal for the safe passage of 

an abnormal load with minimal disruption to other road users.

When local governments and authorities require escort ser-

vices – usually for larger abnormal loads – ARC provides such 

escort services and in doing so ensures the conditions of the 

route clearance and Abnormal Vehicle Permit are adhered to. 

Such conditions may include traffic accommodation in accor-

dance with a traffic accommodation plan, enforcement of low 

speed limits and ensuring central tracking of heavier loads 

over bridge structures. 

The company also consults with utility and service providers 

to verify height and width restrictions along the route, and 

will liaise with authorities at a national level as well as those 

“Hauling abnormal loads is vital to the 
growth and development of the region.”
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with City and/or Town council jurisdictions. If required by 

the relevant Authorities, ARC also carries out post movement 

reports and deflection measurement surveys to determine 

the performance of bridges during and after the passage of 

an abnormal load.  

Additionally, ARC has a weighing division that utilizes weigh-

ing mats in order to weigh excessively wide abnormal and 

super loads. ARC’s weighing scales are portable and a team 

can be dispatched on site to weigh any type of vehicle com-

bination. These portable scales are used given fixed weigh 

bridges are not capable of weighing larger abnormal load 

vehicle combinations. 

Originally named Bott Drennan Maud, the company changed 

ownership in 2007 after founder Mike Bott passed away. Man-

aging Director Phil Warren purchased the company that year 

and renamed it Africa Route Clearance Consultants. 

“ARC’s most unique angle is our intellectual property,” Mr. 

Warren says of ARC’s success, with its extensive archive and 

record retention giving it a unique advantage over its com-

petitors. “We have bridge drawings, technical and engineering 

data gathered over a period of thirty years and which in the 

developing world can be difficult to obtain, as specialist knowl-

edge and experience from civil servants retiring or leaving the 

country can cause a void in continuity of knowledge and in-

formation related to infrastructure.  Our Intellectual Property 

therefore gives ARC a specific advantage as it doesn’t cost 

as much money to perform an analysis if the information to 

analyse is to hand and does not need to be re-constituted.”

“ARC covers all aspects as this relates to 
feasibility and clearances, enabling the 

safe travel of abnormal loads in Southern 
Africa.”
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Mr. Warren says another advantage ARC has is that the 

company has specialized in this field for thirty years and in 

that time has cultivated strong relationships and knowledge 

of abnormal load service providers and authorities in the 

Southern African region. 

Hailing from Zimbabwe, Mr. Warren has over twenty years of 

civil engineering experience. He worked for most of his time 

in Zimbabwe and South Africa focusing on road and bridge 

infrastructure projects in the region and moved to Johannes-

burg in 2010 after many years of commuting between Zimba-

bwe and South Africa.

ARC has successfully completed a number of exacting abnor-

mal load projects throughout Southern Africa. Recently the 

advent of abnormal loads as these relate to Wind Turbine Gen-

erator components has become a real and sizeable abnormal 

load market, with new vehicle abnormalities not typically seen 

before in South Africa. The company was commissioned to 

carry out a route clearance from the Cape Town Harbour to the 

Westarcor Engineering Facility in Saldanha for a wind turbine 

blade with a length of 55.3 metres and which was transported 

on an extendable trailer with four sets of steerable axles and an 

eight metre overhang at the end of the trailer.

“Negotiating an intersection with a 55 metre long vehicle is 

not simplistic without planning and is a good example of the 

services ARC provides in facilitating the movement of abnor-

mal loads throughout Southern Africa,” shares Mr. Warren. 

The company works with numerous abnormal load operators 

hauling large components related to the mining industry in-

cluding items such as heat exchangers, cold boxes, open cast 

mining equipment, dump trucks and other heavy machinery.

The Power Generation industry is singularly the largest divi-

sion of super-loads that ARC works with, regularly clearing the 

route for the transportation of 200 ton to 400 ton transform-

ers – which have a resultant Gross Vehicle Mass of 100 tons to 

300 tons over and above the weight of the transformer.  

Most notably, ARC together with numerous other specialists 

in the abnormal industry field, are working on the clearance 

required to provide a route on which to move an entire factory 

down the South African coastline.  A significant task force 

of well known names in the civil engineering, construction, 

heavy lifting, and logistics fields in South Africa are co-ordi-

nating the movement of a heavy minerals plant with dimen-

sions of 23m long x 17m wide x 30m high. The plant weighs 

approximately three hundred tonnes and will be moved on a 

thirty kilometre journey from its existing operational site to a 

new operational site.

The movement of the plant requires a detailed analysis of 

road pavement and bridge structures, construction of new 

road works, the removal of road bridges, the removal of high 

voltage lines and telecommunications lines and numerous 

other height and width restrictions on the proposed route.

“The co-ordinating of the clearance of the route will be one 

of the largest abnormal load movement projects the region 

has seen,” Mr. Warren says. These massive projects involve a 

large number of people, either working for ARC or the com-

panies and organizations ARC deals with on a regular basis. 

Ground Floor, Block H, 
Knightsbridge Manor, 
33 Sloane Street, Bryanston
P: 011 463 0085
F: 011 463 5578
E: info@ccaib.co.za
W: www.ccaib.co.za

CC&A Anderson Insurance Brokers’ mission is to 
accurately establish clients’ short term insurance needs 
and to satisfy these needs as efficiently as possible, 
whilst at the same time remaining independent brokers 
in order to choose the best insurance products for clients. 

Products:
•	 personal insurance
•	 commercial insurance
•	 film,	movie	&	tv	advertising

“The company has specialized in this field for thirty years and in 
that time has cultivated strong relationships along with its exten-

sive knowledge of abnormal loads in the Southern African region.”

http://www.ccaib.co.za
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Mr. Warren credits these organisations and the combined and 

co-ordinated effort of pooling the respective specialisations 

toward the success of completing this project.

“Some of the major concerns in the industry involve the con-

trolling of abnormal movement travel,” says Mr. Warren. “With a 

massive increase in the amount of business, it has been found 

that shortcuts are taken to avoid delays in processing times 

as a result of the increased volumes of abnormal load traffic. 

However, cutting corners is both risky and can be very prob-

lematic from a safety and infrastructure perspective. It is very 

costly if repairs are required to infrastructure, and during these 

repairs an entire route can be closed, affecting the whole in-

dustry. Abnormal load movement is a very real and very nec-

essary component of African economic development yet it is 

in all stakeholders’ interests to preserve national infrastructure 

– itself the very backbone of business in the African Region.”

Mr. Warren explains that abnormal loads are getting larger, a 

good sign as it is indicative of healthy economic and capital 

development. “We’re noticing that loads are not getting 

smaller,” he shares. Indeed, the company regularly works on 

clearances for loads up to seven hundred tons gross vehicle 

mass when loads approaching five hundred tons were con-

sidered “huge” only a decade ago. “The volumes of abnor-

mal load transportation – as indicated through the number 

of abnormal load vehicle permits issued, has shown a steady 

increase in the last three years, with the most trafficked prov-

ince of South Africa (Kwa Zulu Natal) recording double the 

number of abnormal permit applications in 2013 to those in 

2011. That’s a good indicator as to the growth of the abnormal 

load market, but equally calls for stringent controls over the 

correct travelling of these loads in order to safeguard national 

infrastructure as well as the safety of other road users.”

Establishing relationships with clients and associates of ARC has 

been a key to ARC’s success. “Our relationships are long-term, 

and for most of our clients we have worked together for many 

years, which is always a good thing in our view as it creates 

a two-way working relationship with open lines of communi-

cation that enable us to facilitate the movement of abnormal 

loads as efficiently and effectively as possible. As ARC, we need 

certain information to perform analyses and sometimes that 

information can change at the last minute. It is therefore im-

perative that our working relationships are founded on trust, 

integrity and two-way communications at all times. Abnormal 

load movements are highly regulated in South Africa and our 

clients work together with us on a continual basis, constantly 

updating us as to proposed movement dates, which sees us 

better placed to co-ordinate the various clearances required 

before the movement may proceed,” Mr. Warren explains.

“We are fortunate to have developed employees with many 

years of experience – specifically in this niche market industry. 

We strive for ongoing training and encourage a willingness to 

learn so as to hone one’s skill set. Our work culture involves 

perpetual self-improvement and continual professional devel-

opment,” says Mr. Warren. “We have some engineers with over 

forty-five years of experience yet they continue to attend semi-

nars and industry updates as this relates to civil engineering.” 

“ARC is proud to have been associated with the movement of the largest loads 
to ever have been transported on South African Roads; only two months ago 
ARC facilitated and cleared the highest ever load to travel via Zimbabwe to 

the Frist Quantum Mine in Zambia with a laden height of 8.3m.”
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With the completion of new and specifi-

cally “abnormal load designed” infrastruc-

ture launching in three South African 

provinces between Q2 and Q4 of 2014, 

ARC envisages a significant boost to the 

capabilities, efficiencies and effectiveness 

of abnormal load movement operations 

in South Africa in the years ahead. 

Ultimately, ARC wants to be seen as a 

“one-stop-shop” in the production of 

the required clearances for the trans-

porting of abnormal loads throughout 

Southern Africa. “We’re not a logistics 

company,” says Mr. Warren. “We are a 

professionally registered civil engineer-

ing concern, but our speciality as this 

relates to abnormal loads has been 

honed over many years. We like to think 

of ourselves as the leaders in our indus-

try but we recognise that we’re a cog 

in the abnormal load transport process. 

We’re an important cog yes, but we’re 

just one cog. We fit in by accommo-

dating our clients’ needs within the 

requirements of the various authorities 

and regulations that they are bound by. 

While simplistic in its overview – ARC 

is one-stop-shop and the networking 

hub for the transportation of abnormal 

loads in the Southern African Region.” 

Design and construction techniques 

and methods are always changing, so 

it’s imperative all in the industry remain 

current. “We’re always upgrading soft-

ware and making sure our information is 

current – the latter is particularly impor-

tant as regards the physical clearance 

/ feasibility of routes that we propose. 

Knowing the current progress on con-

struction and road infrastructure up-

grades is as important to economic de-

velopment as it is to us when identifying 

and proposing routes for clearance for 

an abnormal load movement/s. Being 

current and aware of what is happening 

is critical to our business and the safety 

and integrity of the cleared routes we 

propose to our transporter colleagues.”

Mr. Warren explains that, “Typically the 

bulk of our employees are out and 

about driving routes throughout the 

country, communicating with clients 

and liaising with authorities and service 

providers from the Department of 

Transport, the transporters themselves, 

power and telecommunication utilities, 

provincial and national police escorts, 

town councils and numerous other au-

thorities that abnormal loads must liaise 

with before and during the passage 

of their load/s. ARC also endeavours 

to attend all abnormal load Technical 

Committee meetings in order to keep 

ourselves current with the concerns 

and developments as these relate to 

the authorities and legislature govern-

ing abnormal load transportation. We 

prefer face-to-face meetings as the 

most effective means of communicat-

ing although the sheer volume of work 

at present sees such instances limited 

unless for a particularly large abnormal 

load movement,” Mr. Warren says.

ARC has many plans for the future, in-

cluding servicing the renewable energy 

sector in the Western and Eastern and 

Northern Cape provinces of South Africa 

where the installation of wind turbines 

generators and solar energy plants has 

already begun in earnest. To this end, ARC 

has opened an office in Cape Town and 

plans to expand the office in Mr. Warren’s 

home country of Zimbabwe in 2014. 

“Zimbabwe was quiet for a long time 

due to the economic situation there, but 

we’re re-staffing and beefing up the ca-

pabilities of the Zimbabwe operation as a 

result of infrastructure improvements that 

are planned in Zimbabwe and which will 

again see Zimbabwe as one of the major 

Abnormal Routes for abnormal vehicles 

travelling to, through and onto destina-

tions in Zimbabwe and beyond.”
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Africa Route Clearance Consultants (ARC)

14 Villa Valencia No. 4 Anemoon Street Kempton

Johannesburg, South Africa

P: +27 0(11) 979 0416-9 

www.arc.za.com

www.ccaib.co.za
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